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Executive summary
In March 2003, at the request of the British Columbia government, then Minister of Natural
Resources Canada, Hon. Herb Dhaliwal, announced a federal process to review the 32-year-old
federal moratorium on oil and gas activities in the coastal waters of B.C.
The review was to consist of three phases: a science review, a public review and a First Nations
engagement process. This report addresses the science review conducted by the Royal Society of
Canada — specifically, the “Report of the Expert Panel on Science Issues Related to Oil and Gas
Activities, Offshore British Columbia.” It is an analysis of the assumptions upon which the panel
based its final conclusions.
The Royal Society science panel was asked to identify science gaps. They concluded that there
were numerous science gaps that needed to be filled before exploration could proceed. However,
in their final conclusions, they state:
Provided an adequate regulatory regime is put in place, there are no science gaps that need to
be filled before lifting the moratoria on oil and gas development.2

...the Science
Panel’s assumptions
do not withstand
scrutiny.

This document examines this and other fundamental assumptions and considers them in light of
British Columbian, Canadian and international experience with the regulation of offshore oil and
gas and its environmental impacts.
Simply put, the Science Panel’s assumptions do not withstand scrutiny. Putting the Panel’s
assumptions to the test of experience, this paper demonstrates that, contrary to the Science
Panel’s assumptions about the regulatory system, the likely reality does not support the
Panel’s conclusions.
The marine environment and coastal communities will be put at significant risk should B.C.
proceed with offshore oil and gas exploration. The existing environmental regulatory framework
in other Canadian jurisdictions is insufficient and poorly enforced, and suggests that safeguards
will not be in place to ensure that the science gaps will be addressed.
British Columbia’s offshore regulatory system is currently undefined; however, experience
suggests that the regulatory system we might realistically expect falls far short of one that would
adequately protect the marine environment and the life and communities that it supports.
Given the serious flaws in the Science Panel’s assumptions, the ongoing uncertainties with
regulation, the clearly identified science gaps and the known environmental costs of coastal oil
and gas activity, this report concludes that the only responsible course is to maintain the existing
moratorium on oil and gas activity.
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Our key findings:
• Existing offshore oil and gas regulatory systems in Canada are not
independent and at arm’s length. While a regulatory system for B.C. has not been
adequately defined, experience indicates that any system developed is likely to be overseen by a
government-appointed board that is subject to political control [see Key finding #1, page 11;]
• Independent science and the precautionary principle are not assured features
of Environmental Assessment in British Columbia and Canada, nor are public
input or adequate protection of the environment guaranteed. Public participation
and independent scrutiny of the science is not guaranteed; discretionary powers in our
legislation have in the past allowed decision-makers to proceed despite scientific opinion and
against precaution [see Key finding #2, page 12];
• “Best practices” are often not employed or offer insufficient protection. In
Canada and elsewhere, best practices are not “sufficiently stringent” or adequate to protect the
marine environment [see Key finding #3, page 16, and a lengthier discussion in Appendix “A”,
page 27];

...the only
responsible course
is to maintain the
existing moratorium
on oil and gas
activity

• Monitoring and enforcement programs are likely to be under-funded and
insufficient. Robust monitoring and enforcement are mandatory to ensure that standards
are being met in a results-based regulatory system [see Key finding #4, page 17];
• The Species At Risk Act is not a science-determined system with assured
protections as the Science Panel has asserted. It is in fact politically controlled and
species protection is not mandatory even when scientifically necessary [see Key finding #5,
page 18];
• First Nations rights and title claims are complex and must be settled before any
activities begin. It is unreasonable to assume that these issues will be resolved by 2007 and
that the outcome of these negotiations and litigation will permit offshore oil and gas activities
[see Key finding #6, page 21];
• Cook Inlet, Alaska is not a template for an environmentally sound oil and gas
industry. The regulatory and environmental experience in Cook Inlet is fraught with
problems. Local citizens must repeatedly litigate to force industry compliance with “bottomof-the-barrel” minimum rules. Significant violations continue to occur and enforcement has
been lax [see Key finding #7, page 21]
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1.0 Introduction
On February 17, 2004, further to Terms of Reference in the Public Review of the Federal
Moratorium on Oil and Gas Activities, Offshore British Columbia, the Royal Society of Canada
released its Report of the Expert Panel on Science Issues Related to Oil and Gas Activities, Offshore
British Columbia (the Report). The Report’s authors (the Science Panel) — appointed for their
expertise in science — were asked to identify science gaps. That they did. The Science Panel
concluded that numerous science gaps exist which should precede offshore oil and gas activities
in British Columbia.
However, the Science Panel then proceeded to make a number of very specific assumptions about
what sort of regulatory framework would be in place, if the moratorium were to be lifted.
Unfortunately, the Science Panel’s conclusions were all hinged on their unverified
assumptions being correct. For example, most prominently (though these are not the only
regulatory assumptions), the Science Panel stated explicitly:3
For consideration of any possible oil and gas activities in the region, it is assumed that a
competent regulatory regime is in place. This should be independent and at arm’s length
from government and industry. It is suggested that this be set up with guidance from those
with substantial past experience.

And:
With implementation of the Panel’s recommendations and the assumptions on which they
are based, all the safeguards will be in place, when they are needed, to ensure that
assessments of risk of oil and gas activities to human life and the environment in the QCB
[Queen Charlotte Basin] are adequate.

And:
What it does mean is that, if the moratoria were lifted, regulation would be in place to ensure
that these critical science gaps would be filled before development of an oil and gas industry in
QCB.

This document examines the Science Panel’s fundamental assumptions about a regulatory system
for British Columbia; considers these assumptions in light of what we know about the regulatory
system for oil and gas exploration and development in Canada and elsewhere in the world; and
finds that the Science Panel’s assumptions do not withstand scrutiny. Serious flaws underlie the
Science Panel’s picture of British Columbia and Canada’s regulatory system, and these flaws have
serious implications for environmental protection in the context of oil and gas development.
Given the flaws in the Science Panel’s assumptions and analysis, the Report’s conclusions about
the risks associated with the identified science gaps lack a credible foundation and should
therefore be dismissed.
Given the ongoing uncertainties with regulation, the clearly identified science gaps and the
known environmental risks and effects of coastal oil and gas activity, we conclude that the only
responsible course is to maintain the existing moratorium on oil and gas activity and tanker
traffic in the Queen Charlotte Basin.
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2.0 Critique of the Science Panel’s assumptions about
the regulatory system
This section reviews and analyses the Science Panel’s key assumptions about what sort of
regulatory framework would be in place, if the moratorium were lifted.
2.1 Key finding #1:
Existing offshore oil and gas regulatory systems in Canada are not independent and at
arm’s length.

...“fundamental

The Science Panel assumed there will be an independent regulatory board “at arm’s length” from
government and industry.4

decisions” of the

This assumption does not hold up for several reasons:

Boards are subject

• Complex jurisdictional issues complicate the implementation and enforcement of any
regulatory regime;
• A regulatory framework for British Columbia is undefined and a great deal of uncertainty
exists in this regard; and,
• Existing examples in Canada suggest that regulatory boards are neither independent nor
arm’s length.
There are jurisdictional disputes over who owns the seabed. In 2002, the Haida Nation commenced
a lawsuit in which they claim title to land and the seabed, based on historical occupation over
thousands of years.5 Other First Nations also have outstanding land and sea claims.
The federal and provincial governments have not resolved their respective jurisdiction over the
seabed and have previously resorted to litigation.6 Given the costs associated with litigation,
however, the provincial and federal governments would likely negotiate a resource management
and profit sharing agreement. It stands to reason that the agreement would be similar to the kind
of agreements that exist for offshore Nova Scotia and Newfoundland – the Accord Acts.

to ministerial
directives,
suspensions and
vetoes by the
federal and
provincial energy
and mines ministers.

An independent regulatory board “at arm’s length” from government seems unlikely, in light of the
current experience in British Columbia and precedents that have been set elsewhere in Canada.
Neither the Canada-Newfoundland Offshore Petroleum Board nor the Canada-Nova Scotia
Offshore Petroleum Board is truly independent. For example, “fundamental decisions” of the
Boards are subject to ministerial directives, suspensions and vetoes by the federal and provincial
energy and mines ministers.7 “Fundamental decisions” include, inter alia, decisions to issue a Call
for Bids [on exploration], the setting of terms and conditions on exploration licences, approval of
development plans, decisions regarding drilling orders, the terms and conditions of significant
discovery licences and of production licences, subsurface storage licences, approvals of a benefit
plan, and so on.8 A board’s deliberations may happen at arm’s length, but the final decisions do not.
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Furthermore, it is no secret that a pro-development bias guides the offshore boards’ work. For
example, the Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Resources Accord states quite clearly,
1.02 The objectives of this Accord are:
(a) to achieve the early development of Petroleum Resources in the Offshore Area for the
benefit of Canada as a whole and Nova Scotia in particular...

Secondly, British Columbians have experience with “independent” boards that are independent
in name only. The Atlantic example is very similar to the current regime for land-based oil and
gas regulation in British Columbia. Whereas the B.C. Oil and Gas Commission (OGC) is intended
to be an independent regulator of industry, legislative changes instituted over the last few years
have eroded that independence. This has taken place in a context of government policy directed
towards creating a favourable business climate for resource industries.9
By law,10 the Deputy Minister of Energy (responsible for promoting the oil industry) is now the
Chair of the three-person OGC Board, and holds the tie-breaking vote.11 Cabinet appoints the
other two Board members. Given the province’s enthusiasm to promote oil and gas development
in B.C., as indicated in the following quotation, it is understandable that the public lacks faith
that the OCG is fulfilling its role as a critical “watchdog” over industry activities:12

Landowners and
other concerned
parties who are
affected by current
oil and gas activity
have not found the
OGC sympathetic to
their appeals.

The provincial government aims to double oil and gas production and revitalize mining in
British Columbia. These changes are a substantial step in fulfilling our commitment to
removing barriers that stand in the way of reaching those goals and to creating single-window
authorities for mining, oil and gas and energy.13

Landowners and other concerned parties who are affected by current oil and gas activity have not
found the OGC sympathetic to their appeals. Affected parties may ask the Commission’s Advisory
Committee to recommend reconsideration of an approval. To date, the Advisory Committee has
considered ten such requests and recommended the OGC reconsider four. In all four of these
cases, the OGC proceeded with the original approval.14
To conclude, given the examples set by other regulatory boards in Canada, it is not reasonable to
assume that we will have an “independent” board “at arm’s length” from government. In light of
these precedents, it is more likely that B.C. will have a government-appointed board, subject to
political control.
2.2 Key finding #2:
Independent science, and the precautionary principle are not assured features of
Environmental Assessment in British Columbia and Canada, nor are public input or
adequate protection of the environment guaranteed.
The Science Panel assumed that science and the precautionary principle, as features of
Environmental Assessment, would be used to guide regulatory decisions, ensure the filling of
science gaps prior to exploration activity, and result in the protection of the marine environment.15
Unfortunately, the Canadian experience suggests that even with Environmental Assessment
(EA) regimes at both the provincial and federal levels, protection of the environment from
project impacts is not assured. There are a number of reasons why this assumption does not
bear scrutiny:
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• Existing regulations do not require an Environmental Assessment for all offshore oil and
gas activities;
• Current provincial and federal Environmental Assessment regulations do not guarantee
effective assessments; and,

• Our track record suggests that rather than taking a precautionary approach, many projects in
Canada have been approved even when there is a demonstrated risk of significant
environmental harm.
2.2.1 Existing regulations do not require an Environmental Assessment for all offshore oil
and gas activities.
Environmental Assessment is not required for all development projects and activities in Canada,
but depends on whether the project “triggers” an assessment further to the specific requirements
of either federal or provincial EA legislation.
At the federal level, offshore oil and gas projects and approvals now generally trigger the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA). However, there is no guarantee that the status
quo will continue. For example, exploratory drilling is currently listed in the Comprehensive Study
List Regulation, which requires both detailed assessments and public participation. However,
industry stakeholders are actively lobbying to have this list amended, which would make
exploratory drilling subject to a screening,16 which is far less rigorous and does not ensure public
participation. Governments will continue to face industry pressure to make EAs more
streamlined and the regulatory environment less stringent.
At the provincial level, the B.C. Environmental Assessment Act, 2002 (BCEAA) does not require
Environmental Assessment of either offshore oil and gas exploration activities, or the
decommissioning of an offshore facility.

Under the new

New offshore oil and gas facilities, and some modifications of existing facilities17 are listed in B.C.’s
Reviewable Projects Regulation, making them eligible for an EA. However, under section 10(1)(b)
of the new Act, the Executive Director of the program has the discretion to determine that an
Environmental Assessment certificate is not required for the project and may order that the
project proceed without an assessment.

— the scope,

BCEAA, everything
procedures and
methods of the EA,
including whether

2.2.2 The current provincial and federal regulatory schemes for EA do not guarantee
Effective Assessments.
Even when a project does ultimately require a provincial or federal Environmental Assessment,
flaws in the EA system can result in the approval of environmentally damaging projects.
One of the principal weaknesses of EAs in Canada is that they rely to a very large extent on selfassessment. This means that the proponent, not a third party, prepares the assessment of the
project and its potential impacts.

the public will be
consulted — are all
left to the discretion
of the executive
director.

For an EA to be effective and fulfil its mandate, the public must be guaranteed an adequate
opportunity to scrutinize and comment on the project proposal and all supporting information.
Under the BCEAA, public participation is no longer guaranteed. The B.C. government specifically
removed the guarantee of public participation in 2002. Under the new BCEAA, everything — the
scope, procedures and methods of the EA, including whether the public will be consulted — are
all left to the discretion of the executive director.18
At the federal level, under the CEAA, while public participation is guaranteed for comprehensive
studies, panel reviews and mediations, it is not guaranteed for screenings, which comprise 99.9
percent of federal Environmental Assessments.19
Even when public participation is afforded by an EA process, however, there is no guarantee that
the process will be adequate or that the input will be meaningful. The public and nongovernmental organizations frequently lack the capacity and the resources to adequately test
industry’s scientific assessment and results. While participant funding is now available for panel
reviews, mediations and comprehensive studies under CEAA,20 it is chronically under-funded.21
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Many of the difficulties encountered by the public in the instance of the Public Review of the
Federal Moratorium are typical of those faced in other EA processes, albeit with some differences.
One serious shortcoming in the public participation process is the short notice that is often
given. The Science Panel hearings — which gave only three weeks notice between the
announcement of the hearings and their start date22 — is a typical example. On such short notice,
it is nearly impossible for the public to participate effectively, to gather and present critical and
complex scientific and technical information, or to arrange expert testimony that can support
their views.
Another significant challenge is funding. In this case, which was intended to function as a
Strategic Environmental Assessment, no funding was made available for public participation.
Under the CEAA, some (limited) funding would be available, if the process were a comprehensive
study, a panel review or mediation. This leaves oil industry staff scientists with a distinct
advantage in these settings. When industry’s scientific assertions are not met with a properly
compiled countervailing view, it is hard for the public to feel confident about the conclusions
reached in EA processes.23
A lack of public confidence in the rigour of the EA process is not unfounded. Indeed, in 1998 the
federal Commissioner on Environment and Sustainable Development carried out an audit of
CEAA and found:
In 77 out of 187 projects reviewed by the audit, information on the existing environment was
not provided or was too sketchy to allow a reader of the screening report to assess whether
the assessment had considered all significant potential environmental effects.24

The auditor concluded that “significant environmental consequences can be overlooked and
environmental damage can occur as a result of some of the deficiencies that we have noted in the
conduct of screenings.”25
2.2.3 Our track record suggests that rather than taking the precautionary approach,
projects have been approved even when there is a demonstrated risk of significant
environmental harm.
It is fair to say that once a project is submitted for an EA, it will be approved.
In B.C., every project that has completed an EA has been approved.26
At the federal level, during the first five years of CEAA, (1995-2000) of approximately 25,000
projects that underwent EA, 99.9 percent of them were approved.27
According to the rules of CEAA, this means the projects were either deemed “not likely to have
significant adverse environmental effects,” or the expected negative effects were deemed “justified
in the circumstances.” Since we know that modern development goes hand-in-hand with
environmental impacts, and that projects with “insignificant impact” are generally excluded from
EA review, it strains belief that 99.9% of the projects would actually meet the criteria for approval,
thus allowing them to proceed.
The explanation is that the CEAA grants the decision-maker a great deal of discretion to allow
projects to go ahead. The stated criteria for approving projects are very loose and normative,
involving judgments of what is a “significant adverse environmental effect” and what is “justified
in the circumstances.”
14

As David R. Boyd, environmental lawyer, professor and former Executive Director of Sierra Legal
Defence Fund, explains:
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The vague phrase “justified in the circumstances” gives the government broad discretion to
approve environmentally damaging projects and contradicts the Act’s commitment to
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sustainable development. For example, the federal government allowed the Oldman Dam, the
bridge to Prince Edward Island, and the expansion of the Toronto International Airport to
proceed, against the recommendations of the EAs for the projects. In 1993, the Liberals
promised to “shift decision-making power to an independent Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency, subject to appeal to Cabinet.” This promise was never fulfilled.28

Experience with the federal EA and management of Alberta’s oil sands projects underlines that,
contrary to the Science Panel’s assumptions, the practice under the CEAA can be to approve now,
and figure out how to repair the damage later. Since 1995, a total of nineteen oil sands projects
have been proposed, applied for, or approved. A typical project requires the destruction of
hundreds of hectares of forest and wetlands and produces large volumes of air and waterborne
pollution. The cumulative effects of these projects include acidification of regional water bodies,
contamination of fish, eradication of migratory bird habitat, and the creation of huge, polluted
“end pit lakes.”
Despite an acknowledged lack of information to evaluate these cumulative effects, federal
authorities routinely conclude that the effects are insignificant if the applicant takes “mitigation
measures.” These measures have included participation in industry-controlled multi-stakeholder
planning processes and proposals to study the problems as they are created.29 This approach
allows development to proceed and is a far cry from the precautionary and preventative approach
the Science Panel presumes will govern the assessment of offshore activities.
Unfortunately, the courts have not proven to be much help in challenging decisions made under
the CEAA. While there certainly has been litigation, Canadian courts have been extremely
reluctant to interfere with decisions arising out of an administrative process.30 The ability to
successfully judicially review a poor EA is very limited, and really only has any chance of success
if the process employed was clearly illegal.31
The record to date reveals that even when a risk of significant adverse effects has been found, the
government has almost inevitably concluded that the project may proceed.
Canada has signed international treaties and passed national laws that mandate the use of the
“precautionary principle” An international body of scientists at the Wingspread Conference
originally laid out the principle.
Where an activity raises threats of harm to the environment or human health, precautionary
measures should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships are not fully established
scientifically. In this context the proponent of an activity, rather than the public bears the
burden of proof. Wingspread Statement on the Precautionary Principle 23-25 January 1998

The ability to
successfully
judicially review a
poor EA is very
limited, and really
only has any chance
of success if the
process employed
was clearly illegal.

The Rio Declaration, to which Canada is a signatory, states:
Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall
not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental
degradation. Rio Declaration, Principle 15

After amendments to the CEAA in 2003, the “Purposes” section of the Act now clarifies that
decision-makers should consider and apply the “precautionary principle” when making their
decisions.32 Without any experience with the amendment, or judicial interpretation of its
significance, it is impossible to predict what a difference this legislative amendment will make to
Environmental Assessment.
PAGE
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not be illustrated in full in this report. However, there are some weaknesses which are common
throughout the EA process, including:33
• Inadequacy of baseline study data;
• Problems with late, inappropriate or inadequate consultation with First Nations;
• Failure to consider cumulative impacts;
• Problems with the scope of the assessment being too narrow.
2.3 Key finding #3:
"Best practices" are often not employed or offer insufficient protection.
The Science Panel assumed that technological improvements and “best practices” will be
employed and will be “sufficiently stringent” to protect the marine environment from oil and gas
exploration and operations.34
A complete explanation as to why this assumption does not hold true is provided in Appendix A,
due to the technical nature of the information. However, the important overall conclusions are:

“Best practices”
implemented often
fall short of “best
practices” available
technologically

• Clearly identified knowledge gaps have not prevented development;
• Canada does not meet globally established best practices on many fronts;
• Known environmental damage is occurring even where best practices have been implemented;
• Regular, chronic discharge and pollution continues, even where the technology exists to
prevent them.
2.3.1 Clearly identified knowledge gaps have not prevented development.
Many activities, such as seismic surveying, have been identified as serious potential risks, and
still require research to determine their short and long-term effects on marine species. Despite
these known risks, best practices in oil and gas development have not precluded oil and gas
activity from proceeding — with very little in the way of regulatory requirements and safeguards.
This is in complete contradiction of the “precautionary principle.”
2.3.2 Canada does not meet globally established best practices on many fronts.
Canada does not meet “best practices” in the world for regulating exploratory activities, such as
seismic surveying, waste discharges from drilling muds, cuttings and produced water, or negative
effects from production activities, such as air emissions, noise and light pollution, measurement
and reporting of waste discharges, and remote spills detection.
In other jurisdictions, such as OSPAR-signatory countries,35 standards are generally more
stringent, and requirements less discretionary than those in Canada. “Best practices”
implemented elsewhere often fall short of “best practices” available technologically.36
2.3.3 Known environmental harm is occurring even where best practices have
been implemented.
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Even when “best practices” are implemented (and they are only implemented when governments
force industry to adhere to a higher standard), informed observers have concluded that oil and
gas development activities are resulting in known and undetermined harmful effects on the
marine environment, marine species and human health.37

In other words, the marine environment has not been adequately protected and the standards
are not “sufficiently stringent” to manage the risks responsibly.
2.3.4 Chronic pollution continues even where the technology exists to prevent it.
We have the technology to undertake a nearly “zero discharge” regime, yet we have not had the
political will to protect the ocean and to demand that industry operate only if it meets a “zero
discharge” standard. As a result, regular, chronic pollution from waste discharges continues, at
shockingly high levels: for example, produced water alone is estimated to be
discharged in volumes ten times the volume of hydrocarbon produced.38
Please see Appendix “A” for a full discussion of these technical issues, conclusions and references.
2.4 Key finding #4:
Monitoring and enforcement programs are likely to be under-funded and insufficient.
The Science Panel assumed that there would be sufficient monitoring and enforcement in place,
should the moratorium be lifted.39
Despite the critical nature of monitoring and enforcement to ensure compliance in a resultsbased system, this assumption can also be shown to be unsupportable in both British Columbia
and Canada:
• Enforcement is severely under-funded and short-staffed; and,
• Government cutbacks disproportionately affect those responsible for monitoring
and enforcement.
2.4.1 Enforcement is severely under-funded and short-staffed.
There are many examples of this. At the federal level the number of pollution enforcement
personnel for the entire country is only 90 individuals, yet an internal audit in 1993 determined
that 300 people were required to effectively monitor and enforce the pollution regulations.
Considering the number of industries that are managed through pollutions regulations, this
number is extremely low. In fact, in 1998, Parliament’s Standing Committee on Environment
and Sustainable Development concluded that Environment Canada was under-funded and
short staffed and therefore unable to enforce the regulations.40
The provincial situation is no less worrisome. A confidential internal survey commissioned by the
B.C. Ministry of Water Land and Air Protection (MWLAP) and carried out by the Ivey School of
Government, University of Western Ontario, came to similar disturbing conclusions about the
ministry’s ability to carry out its mission, and in particular, to carry out effective monitoring and
enforcement on behalf of the public.
CBC Radio’s B.C. Almanac interviewed George Heyman, President of the B.C. Government and
Service Employee’s Union after the survey was leaked to the union.41 During the interview, Mr.
Heyman confirmed that a large majority of the union’s members responded with serious concerns
about staff levels, resources, the use of good science, and the ministry’s ability to fulfil its basic
stewardship mandate.
2.4.2 Government cutbacks disproportionately affect those responsible for monitoring
and enforcement.
An April 2004 study entitled Please Hold. Someone Will Be With You. A report on diminished
monitoring and enforcement capacity in the Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection42 reports
that, “[c]ontinued cuts to British Columbia’s beleaguered Ministry of Water, Land and Air
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Protection are putting the province further and further behind in protecting the environment
and human health...” The report documents that nearly thirty percent of full-time equivalent
positions in the Ministry have been eliminated and notes the troubling fact that over a
number of years, conservation officer positions have been steadily cut at the same time as
government has been moving towards results-based regulation. The report points out that
such a system simply cannot work, without the staff to enforce the rules through monitoring
and enforcement.
Significantly, the report finds that “some of the steepest cuts” have involved Scientific Technical
Officers, who are charged with protecting human health by monitoring polluters. As stated by a
former Scientific Technical Officer, Al Spidel:
Most dischargers know that the government doesn’t come around anymore. And if there’s not
someone keeping the playing field level, there’s no protection.

At this stage, we simply don’t know whether there would be a sufficient monitoring and
enforcement system for British Columbia’s coast. However, the track record to date indicates a
multi-year decline in enforcement capacity, and low staff morale. Given the trend, we should expect
that we would not fare any better at instituting enforcement in a complex marine environment.

“Most dischargers
know that the
government doesn’t
come around
anymore. And if
there’s not someone
keeping the playing
field level, there’s no
protection.”
Al Spiedel,
former Ministry of Water, Land,
and Air Protection scientist

2.5 Key finding #5:
The Species At Risk Act is not a science-determined system with assured protections
as the science panel has asserted.
The Science Panel assumed that the Species At Risk Act (SARA) will ensure protection of all
endangered, threatened and special concern species identified by COSEWIC and there will be
protection of these species’ critical habitat, through “timely” implementation of endangered
species recovery plans.43
This is a very troubling assumption because it fundamentally misrepresents the SARA and
suggests a reassuring level of protection that is inaccurate. There are several very important
errors in the way the Panel presents the SARA and its potential effects.
• Politics, not science, mandates the inclusion of a species on a list for protection;
• Inclusion of a species on a list does not mean timely and effective protection or timely
initiation of a recovery strategy;
• Even when a species is protected, the critical habitat required for survival is not well defined
under the act and is subject to political discretion;
• The Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) is underresourced and incapable of assessing, and thus protecting, numerous species — even ones
that have been identified as at risk by provincial bodies.
It is worth restating the Science Panel’s view of SARA. At page 61 of their Report, they state:
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... the Species At Risk Act (SARA) is part of Canada’s strategy to maintain its biodiversity and
protect its wildlife. The Act makes it an offence to “...kill, harm, harass, capture or take
an individual of any species listed as extirpated, endangered or threatened...” by
COSEWIC. Further, the Act requires the responsible minister (Minister of Fisheries for aquatic
species, Minister of the Environment for birds) to develop recovery strategies for those
species listed as extirpated, endangered, or threatened, and to develop management plans for
species that COSEWIC lists as being of special concern. As part of any recovery strategy, SARA
requires that the critical habitat of the species be identified, based on information provided
by COSEWIC, or through new studies to identify such habitat in cases where insufficient data
currently exist.

2.5.1 Politics, not science, mandates the inclusion of a species on a list for protection.
The Science Panel’s description of how the Species At Risk Act (SARA) operates is fundamentally
flawed. Further, the error made is not trivial in its effect. The Science Panel has described a
system that has a very science-centred philosophy at its core. SARA, on the other hand, places key
decisions on species protection in the hands of politicians, not scientists.
It is simply not accurate to say that SARA protects “species listed...by COSEWIC.” While the
scientifically based COSEWIC makes assessments of species at risk and delivers this information
to the government, it is Cabinet that determines the species that make the Legal List (Schedule 1
of the Act) and which provides the opportunity for application of SARA’s protective provisions.
Under SARA, it is entirely possible for COSEWIC to assess a species as endangered, threatened or
of special concern, but for that species to not make the Legal List, or to make the list, but not be
granted actual protection under SARA.
Similarly, it is not accurate to say that SARA requires the development of recovery strategies and
action plans for species “that COSEWIC lists”; rather, SARA only requires such measures for
those species which are listed as “threatened or endangered” on the Legal List. The basic
prohibitions against harming a species and its habitat and the prohibitions against damage to
critical habitat do not apply to species listed as “Special Concern” under SARA. Nor do the
recovery provisions apply.

The Science Panel’s

The bottom line in this situation is that the protection provided by SARA is not a ‘sure thing,’ as
implied and presented by the Science Panel throughout the Report.

description of how

For example, the Science Panel notes that Interior Fraser Coho, Cultus Lake and Saginaw
(Sakinaw) Lake sockeye salmon (which travel northward through the Queen Charlotte Basin as
juveniles44) are listed as “endangered” by COSEWIC. In its discussion of SARA, the Science Panel
then suggests that COSEWIC-listed species will receive protection from SARA.

the Species At Risk

In fact, however, Cultus Lake and Sakinaw sockeye species have not received Schedule 1 listing as
endangered. COSEWIC did recommend an “emergency listing” for the species, but the Minister of
the Environment rejected that recommendation. These species have not yet been added to SARA’s
Legal List — and there is no certainty that they will in fact make the list at all, or receive recovery
strategies and action plans under the Act. Thus, the Minister of Environment has effectively
downgraded the COSEWIC scientific committee’s assessment of the urgency of the situation.

flawed.

Act (SARA) operates
is fundamentally

A similar situation exists for the northern bottlenose whale, Scotian Shelf population
(assessed as ‘Endangered’). The Backgrounder states: 45
Listing the northern bottlenose whale as endangered could have impacts on a wide range of
activities on the Scotian Shelf, including oil and gas exploration and development,
shipping, and fishing, through the entanglement of whales in fishing gear. Many of the threats
to the northern bottlenose whale are poorly understood and therefore require further
evaluation with stakeholders over an extended consultation period. As well, industrial
activities, such as offshore oil and gas exploration and development, are addressed through
the federal environmental assessment process.
(emphasis added)

This process of extended consultation, followed by a discretionary decision by government, is a
reminder that, as with the CEAA process of EA, science and environmental sustainability do not
necessarily rule the “protection outcome” for species such as the bottlenose whale. Instead, under
both pieces of legislation, other factors — including the needs of industry — are permitted to
influence the outcome, which is ultimately a discretionary decision.
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2.5.2 Inclusion of a species on a list does not mean timely and effective protection or
timely initiation of a recovery strategy.
Some clarification is required regarding the Panel’s assumption that there will be “timely”
implementation of recovery strategies and action plans after COSEWIC has identified the species.
From the point in time where COSEWIC identifies a species as being at risk, it takes a significant
period of time for a recovery strategy and action plan to be developed and implemented, and for
the protective provisions of the Act regarding “critical habitat” to come into effect. First, the
government has to decide whether or not to list the species under SARA. After receiving a
COSEWIC assessment, the minister may take 90 days to make a recommendation to Cabinet.
Cabinet may then take nine months to consider what it will do — whether to accept or reject the
assessment to list the species, or whether to request more information from COSEWIC. If Cabinet
does nothing, the species proceeds to the Legal List.46
After a species is on the Legal List, SARA specifies deadlines of between one and four years for the
development of recovery strategies and action plans.47 Then, following the placement of the
recovery strategy or action plan on the CEAA register, the minister has 180 days to make an order
to effectively bring into play the protective provisions for “critical habitat.”48

This process of
extended
consultation,
followed by a
discretionary
decision by
government, is a
reminder that
science and
environmental
sustainability do not
necessarily rule the
‘protection outcome’
for species.
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Effective implementation of strategies and plans will depend upon sufficient funding and
effective enforcement. It is difficult to predict whether either of these will be in place but the
federal government’s capacity for enforcement is weak and has become weaker in recent years.
2.5.3 Even when a species is protected, the critical habitat required for survival is not
well defined under The Act and is subject to political discretion.
Habitat protection is especially problematic in the SARA and this further undermines the
certainty of effective protection given by the Science Panel. Critical Habitat is not clearly defined
and the decision as to what constitutes habitat protection sufficient for species recovery is
subject to political decisions. For example, while it has been shown that science supports a
cessation to logging in significantly large areas to protect critical habitat of the spotted owl, listed
as endangered by the federal government, the B.C. government has undertaken a plan that allows
heavy logging in areas deemed scientifically essential for owl survival and likely to be defined as
critical habitat. The B.C. government tends towards the view that only trees within an area
actively inhabited by an owl deserve any protection. The currently proposed recovery plan
actually allows heavy logging to continue in areas deemed scientifically essential for owl survival.49
2.5.4 The Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) is underresourced and incapable of assessing, and thus protecting, numerous species —
even ones that have been identified as at risk by provincial bodies.
Finally, even if a species is known to be at risk by provincial agencies it is very unlikely to receive
SARA protection until is has been assessed by COSEWIC as threatened or endangered and
formally listed under the Act; and given COSEWIC’s strained resources,50 a COSEWIC assessment
may not happen in a timely manner or at all. For example, the B.C. Government has assessed
other species in spotted owl habitat in southwestern British Columbia. Of the 22 species
identified as endangered, threatened or of special concern, only 11 species have been assessed by
COSEWIC. Therefore, only half the species known to science to be at risk are currently likely to
receive protection under SARA.51
To conclude, contrary to the Science Panel’s assertions, an assessment or listing of a species by
COSEWIC does not necessarily result in a legal listing of the species under SARA, or SARA
protection for the species or its habitat. The process for determining SARA protection is political,

and far less certain, than what is described in the Science Panel’s Report. Even once a species is
legally listed, multiple factors make timely and effective protection unlikely.
Given these clear flaws, the Science Panel’s conclusions about species protection, which are based
on this erroneous understanding of SARA, should be rejected.
2.6 Key finding #6:
First Nations rights and title claims are complex and must be settled before any
activities begin.
The Science Panel assumed that First Nations concerns will be resolved by 2007 — ending the
industry uncertainty, and paving the way for offshore development.52
This report makes no attempt to speak on behalf of any First Nation or their goals regarding land
and title claims. Nonetheless, it is safe to say that it is exceedingly optimistic to assume that all
land claims in the Queen Charlotte Basin will be resolved in two years, by 2007.
Assuming that the end result of any rights or title claims will support or facilitate the
exploitation of hydrocarbon resources also seems an unrealistic basis on which to rest important
conclusions. This prejudges the outcome of some very serious issues, which have yet to be
negotiated or litigated.

...the Science

Finally, it is not clear that any interim agreement could be reached that would address
industry uncertainty. The Haida Nation, for example, is on the record as being in support of
the moratorium and is seeking to establish title to the “the land, inland waters, seabed,
archipelagic waters, air space and everything contained thereon and therein,” based on
thousands of years of occupancy.53

Panel’s conclusions

2.7 Key finding #7:

are based on this

Cook Inlet, Alaska is not a template for an environmentally sound oil and gas industry.
The Science Panel asserted that Cook Inlet, Alaska can be used as a template for monitoring oil
and gas activities and their effects on the environment in the Queen Charlotte Basin.54
The disastrous Exxon Valdez oil spill had far-reaching effects and continues to impact species,
habitat and communities to this day. While this disaster caused some reforms, many serious
issues remain for the Cook Inlet offshore industry, and do not inspire emulation. On the
contrary, Cook Inlet’s experience demonstrates that offshore oil and gas development is fraught
with problems and risks for the marine environment and the communities which that
environment supports:

about species
protection, which
erroneous
understanding of
SARA, should be
rejected.

• Regulation in the area is weak by global comparison;
• Ecosystem impacts continue as a result of both lawful and unlawful behaviour by industry;
• Enforcement is lax and requires intensive intervention by citizens and environmental NGOs.
2.7.1 Regulation in the area is weak by global comparison.
The regulatory standards on waste discharge in Cook Inlet are the weakest anywhere in the
coastal United States, though not dissimilar to standards on Canada’s East Coast. As noted in
section 2.3, best practices and even legal compliance do not equate to environmental protection,
even when at the leading edge of global practices.
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2.7.2 Ecosystem impacts as a result of both lawful and unlawful behaviour by industry.
Each year, industry legally55 dumps huge waste discharges into Cook Inlet — estimated by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 1996 at more that two billion gallons of oily
water per year, equalling more than 70,000 gallons of crude oil per year.56
In 2003, the EPA found industry guilty of hundreds of permit violations relating to oil and gas
operations in the coastal waters of Cook Inlet.57 Local watchdog groups charge industry with
making repeat violations involving the dumping of oil and waste and a failure to monitor
discharges as required by law.58
Other ongoing industry practices also place the Inlet at risk:
• “Cook Inlet is the only major port in the nation where laden oil tankers transit rough
and icy waters without the aid of tug escorts.”59
• A Cook Inlet Keeper study60 of the period 1997-2002 revealed pipeline failures and
maintenance problems which led to oil and gas spills from pipelines of more than 50,000
gallons per year, occurring on average once per month. A follow-up study of the year 2002200361 showed improvements in the volume and extent of spills, but spills still averaged
almost one per month and some companies still showed disproportionately high release rates.

The regulatory
standards on waste
discharge in Cook
Inlet are the
weakest anywhere
in the coastal United
States...

Local citizens allege that the waste discharges are having negative impacts on fish species and on
human health. Research shows that toxic heavy metals and other chemicals found in these waste
discharges harm salmon and other fish.62 They also note that the EPA itself has identified these
same pollutants in various Cook Inlet subsistence resources, (fish and shellfish) and that this
places local First Nations disproportionately at risk.63
The offshore oil industry in Cook Inlet is expanding, or trying to expand, its operations, including
into pristine and even protected areas.64 This is increasing the pressure on the Inlet’s ecosystems.
2.7.3 Enforcement is lax and requires intensive intervention by citizens and
environmental NGOs.
From a community perspective, it is clear that living with the offshore oil and gas industry in
Cook Inlet is anything but tranquil. Communities must remain ever-vigilant in respect of
industry activities.
As described in the Science Panel’s report, the Exxon Valdez disaster in 1989 prompted the 1990
passing of the Oil Pollution Act, and the subsequent creation of the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee
Council, (EVOSTC) the Cook Inlet Regional Citizens Advisory Council, (CIRCAC) and Alaska’s
Cooperatively Implemented Information Management and Monitoring System.
By 1995, it became clear that even the citizen watchdog group, CIRCAC, was not enough to keep
the Cook Inlet industry in check with the rules.65 In 1995, thousands of violations under the U.S.
federal Clean Water Act prompted various citizens groups to sue Cook Inlet operators Unocal and
others.66 Because of the seriousness of the allegations, the EPA joined the litigation.67 The suit was
settled, with terms of the settlement stipulating that Unocal would pay $140,000 to the federal
government, and a further $499,000 as start-up funding for Cook Inlet Keeper68 — a membersupported, non-governmental organization dedicated to monitoring and protecting Cook Inlet.
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Unfortunately, even with all of these appointed and self-appointed watchdogs and the alleged
“coordination” of industry and the public, industry has failed to become a voluntary “good
neighbour.” The self-appointed watchdogs must still resort to the tool of litigation to
challenge industry behaviour and regulatory failings. The Cook Inlet Keeper’s website reveals
several references to litigation commenced in respect of alleged violations by industry,
inadequate standards and law enforcement activities by government, and failures by
government to protect against identified risks. Recent examples include:

• April 7, 2004 — Trustees for Alaska, on behalf of Cook Inlet Keeper and others, filed a petition
to the EPA regarding repeated violations by Unocal, and requested that the EPA revoke
Unocal’s “general permit” to discharge and put them under more restrictive “individual
discharge permits”. The petition also alleged a disproportionate effect of the pollution on
tribes by endangering their subsistence foods, contrary to President Clinton’s Executive Order
12898 on environmental justice
• August 27, 2003 — Cook Inlet Keeper filed intent to sue for hundreds of alleged violations of
the Clean Water Act, which Cook Inlet Keeper alleged the EPA failed to diligently prosecute.
The press release describing the suit alleged that the Clean Water Act’s “self-policing”
mechanism had critically broken down, noting that inaccurate reports were filed, reports
were revised years after the fact, and the EPA lost reports69
• 1998 — Cook Inlet Keeper sued the Department of Natural Resources, the parent agency of
the Alaska Division of Oil and Gas, because the Division of Oil and Gas failed to
acknowledge the Federal National Marine Fisheries Service’s recommended deletion of 68
tracts for lease, due to “declining Cook Inlet beluga whale populations and conflicts of oil
development with important beluga habitat.”70
Only two criminal environmental inspectors police the entire state of Alaska, including Cook
Inlet.71 This leaves the system of self-reporting and self-policing prone to breakdown. Ultimately, it
leaves the community-based, non-profit organizations to monitor and lead the way on important
environmental enforcement.
To conclude, the Cook Inlet experience demonstrates that the environmental impacts and
much of the burden and costs of monitoring the offshore industry fall on the community and
ordinary citizens. To use this as a template for monitoring oil and gas activities in B.C. is
particularly problematic.

The system of selfreporting and
self-policing is
prone to breakdown.
Ultimately, the
community-based,
non-profit
organizations are
left to monitor and
lead the way on
important
environmental
enforcement.
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3.0Conclusion
To conclude, by resting all of its conclusions on ill-founded assumptions about the regulatory
framework, the Science Panel’s Report strays from scientific opinion about science gaps into
assumptions and analysis that fall down under scrutiny.
As has been illustrated, the Report is rife with problematic assumptions about the regulatory
system. The assumptions about risk assessment and precaution, for example, overlook real
weaknesses under the CEAA. The assumptions about “best practices” and a competent regulatory
regime disregard the fact that Canada frequently fails to meet best practices, and that even “best
practices” can damage the marine environment. The Report does not address the fact that
results-based regulation is undermined by insufficient monitoring and enforcement, or that the
extensive title claims by First Nations will likely take more than a few years to resolve. Using Cook
Inlet as a desirable template conveniently overlooks some very serious ongoing problems and
issues, including the social strife evident from the repeated use of litigation.
Perhaps most disturbing of all, the Science Panel’s assumptions and assertions that describe
how the Species At Risk Act works are, with respect, simply wrong. These serious
misapprehensions regarding the way species protection law works in Canada make it
impossible to trust any of the Science Panel’s conclusions about species protection in the event
of offshore oil and gas development. The Panel’s critical misunderstanding of how SARA works
taints all of the Panel’s conclusions.

...the [Science
Panel’s] Report is
rife with problematic
assumptions about
the regulatory
system.

Our marine environment and coastal communities have much to lose, should we proceed with oil
and gas exploration based on the assumption that our regulatory framework will take care of the
risks. Currently, comparable regulatory frameworks are not sufficient, and every safeguard is not
in place to ensure that the science gaps, known and unknown will be addressed.
Experience shows that the regulatory system we might realistically expect falls far short of one that
would adequately protect the marine environment and the life and communities that it supports.
Given the serious flaws in the Science Panel’s assumptions, the ongoing uncertainties with
regulation, the clearly identified science gaps and the known environmental costs of coastal oil
and gas activity, this report concludes that the only responsible course is to maintain the existing
moratorium on oil and gas activity and tanker traffic in the Queen Charlotte Basin.
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Appendix “A”
Detailed discussion
2.3a Key finding #3:
"Best Practices" are often not employed or offer insufficient protection.
The Science Panel assumed that technological improvements and “best practices” will be
employed and will be “sufficiently stringent” to protect the marine environment from oil and gas
exploration and operations.72
These assumptions overlook some important facts:
(a) Canada’s regulatory track record indicates that it often does not follow global “best
practices” for oil and gas operations; and
(b) Even with “best practices”, the marine environment is not adequately protected.
Below is a discussion of how Canada compares with other regulatory systems in dealing with
the variety of environmental impacts associated with offshore oil and gas exploration and
production activities, and what this means for the environment.
2.3.1a Exploration activities.
(i) Seismic:
Scientific opinion suggests that seismic surveys are proceeding around the world without
adequate investigation or knowledge into the short-term and long-term effects of the surveys
on marine life.73 Some of the concerns raised include:74
• Killing or injury of fish — lethal effects, rupturing of swim bladders of anadromous fish,
hemorrhaging of eyes, stunning, tissue damage;
• Noise impacts on fish and marine mammals — hearing loss, behavioural changes,
changes in migration routes, changes in feeding patterns or breeding/spawning activities;
• Masking of communication calls;
• Reports of deaths of whales and dolphins near where seismic testing was done;
• Reports of reductions of catches or effects on catchability;
• Unknown effects on shellfish species such as sponges, and other benthic and
pelagic organisms;
• Unknown whether repeated seismic testing would cause a species to permanently leave
an area;
• Questions still outstanding about whether observed effects are of short or long-term
duration, and over the kind and extent of effects.
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Rather than addressing these environmental and ecological concerns, however, the Canadian
regulations75 governing seismic surveying are very much focused on the testing of equipment
and on avoiding accidents while workers are on board the vessel. For example, the only clear
reference to the environment in the Newfoundland regulations is that the operator must
“inform the Chief Conservation Officer and the Chief Safety Officer immediately, by the most
rapid and practical means, of any serious accident or incident that occurs during a
geophysical operation and that causes injury to or loss of life of any person, or damage to
property, or that constitutes a threat to the environment.”76
The regulations do not set any enforceable standards on noise levels, or on the protection of
mammals or other marine life, which means that when permits for seismic surveying are
granted, whether to impose conditions to address environmental concerns, and what
conditions to impose, are decisions left up to the Board’s discretion.77
A condition that is sometimes imposed on seismic activities is a requirement to have a “fisheries
liaison observer” on board the vessel;78 though whether such a person can effectively “monitor”
damage to fish, larvae or mammals occurring below the surface and which will become evident
only days, months or years into the future, is extremely questionable. It is notable, however, that
in Norway, the condition is not discretionary but is prescribed by regulation: vessels carrying out
seismic surveys are required to have a fisheries expert on board, to act in an advisory capacity and
to keep a log.79 Also, in recent announcements of new awards on predefined areas of the
Norwegian Continental Shelf, Norway is requiring licensees to map possible coral reefs in the
awarded blocks, and to ensure that coral reefs will not be damaged by petroleum activities.80
In June 2003, CEAA listed seismic surveying in the Inclusion List Regulations, which means that
an EA in the nature of a screening — the least rigorous kind of EA under CEAA — is now
required before seismic surveying can proceed.
Proceeding without first conducting adequate research to fill the knowledge gaps violates the
precautionary principle.
2.3.2a Production activities — waste discharges into the ocean.
(i) Drilling muds and cuttings:
The technology exists both to re-inject drilling muds and cuttings, and to transport them back
to shore for treatment and injection, whether the muds are water-based (WBMs), syntheticbased (SBMs) or oil-based (OBMs). In fact, in the United States it is illegal to discharge any
drilling fluids or cuttings within three miles of shore — except in Alaska.81
Despite these technological advances, it is still legal, both in Canada and in many other parts
of the world, to discharge most82 kinds of muds and cuttings into the ocean, after treatment to
reduce the quantity of oil.
In Canada and elsewhere, water-based muds and cuttings are regularly discharged to sea. In
Canada, no treatment is required; in OSPAR-signatory countries,83 the oil content of the fluid
after treatment is required to be less than one percent.
Jonathan Wills, M.A., Ph.D., M.Inst.Pet., writer, environmental consultant and frequent speaker
at conferences on oil and gas and the environment, concluded that the regular discharge of
WBMs and cuttings poses problems for ocean ecosystems; is not well researched; and that the
precautionary principle should apply:
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Despite being less noxious than OBMs and SBMs, WBMs have ecological effects that may be
more serious, widespread and prolonged than some industry sources would suggest. In
particular, the effects of underwater plumes of extremely fine particles are not properly
understood and may damage larval stages of commercial fish and shellfish.84

In a study carried out by Peter Cranford et al. on the effects of both WBM and OBM waste
discharges, all the drilling wastes tested were characterized as slightly toxic to non-toxic.
However, the researchers still found that these same wastes can significantly affect somatic and
reproductive tissue growth, and survival of adult scallops (P. magellanicus) at concentrations
that were three to five orders of magnitude lower than the acute lethal concentrations.85
Cranford, et al.’s, research on the impacts of drilling muds (including WBMs) on the Georges
Bank concludes that the effects of drilling wastes are dependent upon a large number of
factors including the type of waste discharge properties, physical oceanographic setting and
the time of year. Their research found that some discharge conditions may be acceptable at one
location but not at another.86
For synthetic and enhanced mineral oil-based muds (EMOBMs), the Canada-Newfoundland
Offshore Petroleum Board (CNOPB) and Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Board
(CNSOPB) prefer operators to re-inject their drill cuttings; but, the Offshore Waste Treatment
Guidelines do not insist that operators follow this practice:
Where re-injection of drill solids associated with SBM or EMOBM is not technically or
economically feasible, the solids may be discharged at the drill site provided they are
treated prior to discharge with best available treatment technology. At the time of publication
of these Guidelines best available technology in some offshore regions internationally is
believed to be capable of achieving a concentration of 6.9 g/100 g or less oil on wet solids.87
(emphasis added)

(The oblique reference to “some offshore regions internationally” is interesting, since in OSPAR
signatory countries, drill cuttings after cleaning must be no more than 1% oil by weight — not
6.9% by weight. As of 2001, the U.S. EPA limit was 6.9%.)
It is interesting to note that effective January 1, 2000, the CNSOPB tried imposing a 1% oil by
weight limit on hydrocarbon-based drill cuttings,88 (a stricter requirement than the 15 percent
oil by weight limit that was then required under the Offshore Waste Treatment Guidelines) yet
by October 2001 the CNSOPB was granting industry exemptions to its new policy, to a standard
of 6.9% oil by weight. When the Offshore Waste Treatment Guidelines were revised in 2002, its
limit was changed to 6.9%, officially bringing both Nova Scotia and Newfoundland in line with
that standard.
To conclude, Canada is falling deliberately short of global best practices with regard to drilling
muds and cuttings.
(ii) Produced water:
Produced water “includes formation water, injection water and process water that is extracted
along with oil and gas during petroleum production.”89
According to Wills, the “[t]echnology...exists (and is almost universally used onshore) to
re-inject almost all produced water — and also, to clean it to much higher standards than
currently apply, in practice, on European and North American offshore oilfields.”90 Wills
says that this zero-discharge regime can be achieved technologically and economically
using modern re-injection, recycling and “closed-loop” drilling and waste
treatment/disposal systems.91
Despite the availability of zero-discharge technology for produced water, in Canada under the
CNSOPB and CNOPB Offshore Waste Treatment Guidelines, produced water may be discharged
following treatment onsite. There are two standards for produced water oil content — one for
existing installations and one for new installations:
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• For existing installations, the 30-day weighted average of oil content should not exceed
40 mg/l and the 24-hour arithmetic average should not exceed 60 mg/l
• For new installations, the 30 day weighted average limit is 30 mg/l and the 24-hour
arithmetic average is 60 mg/l.92
The standard in Europe under the OSPAR standard is similar. The limit is currently at
40 ppm oil:water content, but a 2001 review includes a plan to move to a 30 mg/l limit within
four years.93
Typical discharge rates for produced water are shockingly high. According to a Canadian study:
...Over the life of the producing field, the quantity of discharge can be typically 10
times as high as the volume of hydrocarbons produced. Models of the produced water
discharge tend to predict that produced water will be rapidly diluted and dispersed when
discharged into the ocean, however, real data with which to corroborate these
assertions are scant.”94

(emphasis added)

If we consider the
"predicted"
"recoverable" volumes
of hydrocarbons for
the Queen Charlotte
Basin reported by the
Science Panel - some
1.3 billion barrels of
oil and some 9.8
trillion cubic feet of
gas – this means that
the amount of
produced water that
would be discharged
would be ten times
that amount. This
represents enormous
quantities of polluted
water entering the
Basin.
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If we consider the “predicted” “recoverable” volumes of hydrocarbons for the Queen Charlotte
Basin reported by the Science Panel — some 1.3 billion barrels of oil and some 9.8 trillion cubic
feet of gas95 — this means that the amount of produced water that would be discharged would
be ten times that amount. This represents enormous quantities of polluted water entering
the Basin.
According to Jonathan Wills,
Produced water from oil and gas installations can be a significant source of chronic oil
pollution and usually also contains heavy metals, low-level radioactivity, traces of drilling
fluid additives and poly-aromatic hydrocarbons. Its toxicity to sealife is proven and should be
of at least equal concern to WBM-contaminated drill cuttings.96

(iii) Conclusions on waste discharges:
There are two primary conclusions to be reached about waste discharges.
Firstly, the technology exists for the industry to operate on a zero discharge basis, yet Canada
and the rest of the world continue to allow regular pollution discharge into the marine
environment. The “best practices” in the North Atlantic resulted in only 29% of the 560
offshore installations in OSPAR waters practicing zero discharge operations.97
Secondly, the concerns that are held in respect of waste discharges include not only local toxic
effects but also cumulative effects over time. Concerns which merit scientific study include
rises in overall water and species toxicity levels, smothering of benthic species, oiling of birds,
mammals and other wildlife, acute and cumulative effects on human food fish and shellfish
stocks, perception of tainting of commercial fish stocks, and so on.
In the Report on the Review of the Georges Bank Moratorium, after reviewing the science and
arguments associated with waste discharges, the Panel commented:
Presentations from the petroleum industry were based on assumption that used muds and
cuttings would be discharged from the rig into the marine environment, but the possibility
was raised that they could be disposed of remotely, either offshore or onshore. This is not a
regulatory requirement.
Alternative perspectives on whether the risks are acceptable, or not, arise where
uncertainties are prominent. For drilling wastes discharged from a rig on or near Georges,
the probability that significant, harmful effects would occur cannot be discounted.98

2.3.3a Production activities — air emissions.
According to a group of Canadian researchers looking at the risks of environmental impacts:
In addition to marine discharges, air emissions are coming under increasing scrutiny.
Emissions of gases associated with the production of oil and with refining operations are a
cause of concern at the local and at the global level. Flaring or venting of associated natural
gas, including methane and other light hydrocarbons, is a major contributor to the build up
of greenhouse gases directly linked with global warming problems. The adverse impacts of
global warming are expected to have a particularly marked effect on the environment.99

Despite this concern, and the fact that diesel fuel is commonly burned as a source of power for
offshore facilities,100 the Canadian Offshore Waste Treatment Guidelines do not set any hard
emissions standards on the air emissions resulting from flaring or other burning of fossil fuels on
the offshore installation.
According to the Guidelines, operators must estimate the quantities of greenhouse gases that are
produced, provide a plan for their control and reduction, and report on their emissions each year.
The Guidelines also stipulate that annual reporting is to be done to the Chief Conservation
Officer with “estimates and calculations...in accordance with CAPP’s [the Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers’] Global Climate Change Voluntary Challenge Guide”.101
Experience indicates that a voluntary approach to reducing greenhouse gas emissions does not
work. In a 2000 report, the Pembina Institute for Appropriate Development evaluated the
effectiveness of Canada’s Voluntary Challenge and Registry Program (VCR), established in 1995 to
facilitate industry sectors voluntarily reporting on GHG emissions and progress in reducing those
emissions. The report concluded that emissions from companies registered in the VCR were on
average rising at the same rate as emissions from companies outside the program, and oil and gas
production and distribution companies participating in the VCR showed the highest rate of
emission increases as compared to other industrial sectors. The voluntary approach to
greenhouse gas emission reduction, the authors conclude, has therefore been “wholly ineffective,”
reinforcing the conclusion that “voluntary measures are wholly insufficient to meet Canada’s
climate change challenge.”102
The lack of legal standards means that there is no means to enforce emissions targets. In light of
Canada’s commitments under the Kyoto Protocol, emissions standards should be set to govern
the Canadian offshore industry.
Norway uses economic incentives to address the problem. Further to specific legislation, Norway
charges tax on discharges of CO2 in petroleum activities on its continental shelf, creating a
measurable incentive for industry to reduce pollution levels.103
2.3.4a Production activities — noise and light pollution from drill rigs.
Although the Newfoundland Offshore Area Petroleum Production and Conservation Regulations
do require operators to prepare an environmental protection plan “that provides for the
protection of the natural environment,” there is no specific mention in the regulation of the need
to address noise and light pollution. Given that these sources of pollution have both known and
unknown effects on seabirds, seals, fish and other marine species,104 the regulations do not reflect
the current “best knowledge” on these known impacts.
2.3.5a Production activities — measurement and reporting of waste discharges.
Norway demands extremely detailed measuring and reporting, in a prescribed format, of all
waste discharges, with the exception of substances on OSPAR’s List of Substances/Preparations
Used and Discharged Offshore which Are Considered to Pose Little or No Risk to the

Produced water from
oil and gas
installations can be a
significant source of
chronic oil pollution
and usually also
contains heavy
metals, low-level
radioactivity, traces of
drilling fluid additives
and poly-aromatic
hydrocarbons. Its
toxicity to sealife is
proven and should be
of at least equal
concern to WBMcontaminated drill
cuttings.
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Environment. (PLONOR List) The government then uses the results to verify the performance of
the treatment system.105
In Canada, the requirements are not prescribed, are far less stringent, and appear only to be
required if it is “practicable.”106 There is no suggestion that the results of the measurements are
used for verification purposes in Canada.
Based on the foregoing, Canada is once again not meeting “best practices.”
2.3.6a Production activities — remote spills detection.
Both the UK and Norway have systems in place for remotely monitoring pollution such as oil
spills. In accordance with the Bonn Agreement, the UK makes unannounced aerial overflights
and reports that “[t]he total amount of oil observed was just under 2 tonnes from just over 41
separate detections.”107
Based one the scope of the research, which was extensive, though not exhaustive, Canada does
not have a similar system of remote monitoring in place.
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